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I. QUALITATIVE CONSIDERATIONS 

We wish to give here some physical arguments in favour of 
the iJea that large amplitude and probably large length neut
rino oscillations might be expected naturally in some schemes 
wi.th Majorana mass neutrinos. Thus the observation of large 
amplituJc oscillations might indicate the presence of Majorana 
mass neutrinos. Due to the high sensitivity of neutrino oscil
lation experiments 11 •2 1, this is of special significance if 
neutrino masses are smaller than a few eV, since in such a case 
the classical way to search for Majorana mass neutrinos - the 
neutrjnoless double ~-decay 13~is impracticable(the correspond
ing decay rates being too small to be observed). From this point 
of view cosmic/4,6/ and solar 16/ neutrino investigations arc of 
the utmost importance. We present at the beginning some quali
tative and intuitive remarks. Let us first discuss oscillations 
with Dirac mass neutrinos /7 I whereby there are possible only 
"flavour oscillations" (the total lepton number must be conser
ved whereas electron, muon, tauon ..• lepton number are not con
served separately)*. For the sake of simplicity and of explana
tion of our point of vie~ a definite oscillation between two 
neutrino states is considered below. Guessing the value of the 
mixing angle 0 from general considerations is impossible. It 
might be close to the value "I 4 (maximum mixing), but that 
woulJ look, at least to us, like an accident in the case of Di
rac mass neutrinos. This statement comes about if one recognizes 
that e , ~ ,r are particles of widely d~fferent masses (and so 
would be presumably the neutrinos of definite masses). In other 
words the lepton mixing angle reminds us of the Cabibbo mixing 
angle and is not expected to be large for Dirac mass neutrinos. 

On the other hand the situation might be different in the. 
case of Majorana mass neutrinos. If neutrinos have a Majorana 
mass one should not be very surprised facing special situations, 
whcreJy one definite neutrino oscillation has an amplitude close 

* rC-invariance in the lepton sector is assumed. There are used 
t 11e notations v 1 , v2 , v3 , ... for particles of definite masses 
and v 8 , v~ , vr , ••• for the "phenomenological" particles under
going the usual weak interaction. Among the neutrinos which have 
no definite masses,those which do not undergo the usual weak in
teraction will be called sterile(for example the right handedv
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and the left handed v8 : veR(ster), lieL(ster)•etc.) . 
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. . Ko -Ko/8/ to the max1mum one. We moved from an analogy w1th the -+ 

and n ~n/9/ oscillations (if any), where oscillation amplitudes 
are large. Under PC-invariance in the case of such oscillations 
the particles with definite masses are neutral particles-desc
ribed by PC-eigenstates having opposite PC-values. As a matter 
of fact this means maximum mixing. The analogy for Majorana mass 
neutrinos is in no way full for the following reasons: 

· a) The mass difference (m -m 2) may be comparable with, and 
even larger than, the mass o! the less heavy neutrino (in K0 ~R0 

and n t 'ii oscillations 11m· «m 1, m 2, the notations being obvious). 
The requirement that m1 and m2 must be positive, leads to the 
possibility that in certain cases there result two PC-eigenva
lues of equal signs, in other cases of opposite signs 1 1°~ The im
portance of this point for the neutrinoless double ~ -decay has 
been emphasized by L.Holfenstein/11/.Incidentally, it should be 
noted that for Hajorana fermions PC-eigenvalues,are pure imagi
nary1121and only relative PC-eigenvalues have physical meaning. 

b) The presence of at least a substantial neutrino helicity 
leads to effects typical only of neutrinos, effects which do 
not take place in the case of neutrons, the interaction of 
which is parity conserving. This can be seen right away byput
ting the question: how about the neutrino oscillation amplitude 
in the case of two Majorana neutrinos with different masses 
(four states) whereby the mass term is entirely right-left sym
metrical? The answer is: the oscillation amplitude is maximum. 

2. SOME APPLICATIONS 

He would like to emphasize here that there are known only 
a few charged leptons: e, ~ , r. Therefore there is a relative 
small number of conceivable oscillations between neutrino sta
tes /13/: v e ~v~, Ve--> Vr , l' e~ VeL(ster), ve-.:=v~L(ster), Ve~1'i-L(ster)• 

- -· - -
VIL.:=:-"Vr • v~~v~L(ster) • v~~ veL(ster)• viL~lfL(ster) ,vr-;:::!.."rL(ster)• 

vr _ _.;; L ( t ) , v 7 -.;::::t.,;·uL(sterlThe assumption is made that for eve-.._ e B er • rr • • • 
ry exper1mental fac1l1ty t ere l.S only one "relevant" oscl.llatl.-
on. So are defined oscillations of substantially large amplitudes 
and of effective oscillation length adequate (that is smaller or 
about equal to the distance source-detector). 

Below I) ve~iieL(ster)• 2)v~-;::::.>..i/~L(ster)• 3)ve~v~ oscilla
tions* will be considered in schemes w1th Majorana mass eigen-

*Of course, instead of ve~v~ oscillations, ve~r oscillati
ons might be more important. Oscillations v~~r also m~ght be 
relevant.Oscillations into sterile states of different flavour 
(ve~ii~L(ster)• etc.) are not considered here, as they are pro
bably of less importance. 
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states.IThe main application of the oscillation modes 1), 3) 
is in solar neutrino experiments: as we have stated large os
cillation amplitudes Are expected, and, as far as the effective 
oscillation length is concerned, either the "Sun-Earth facility" 
is adequate or the oscillations at issue will never be observed. 
The modes vfl-.=:::!. ve , v~~vr, v~~v ~L(ster) are of importance also 
in the analysis of cosmic ray neutrino experiments, whereby the 
"atmospheric" vll intensity is measured underground and compa
red with the intensity expected in the absence of oscillations 
(see especially the Chudakov group experiment)/5/. A similar 
statement can be made on v ~ experiments of the Dumand type /14/ 
and nlso on vll experiments which will be the byproduct of the 
investigations in which proton decay is searched for in multi~ 
kiloton detectors 115/. 

In solar neutrino and atmospheric viL experiments a clear 
signature for oscillations may be discovered only if the oscil
lation amplitude''is large. Hence the importance of Majorana mass 
schemes, which might just accomodate such a large amplitude.The 
solar experiments and atmospheric viL experiments, in addition, 
are quite sensitive from the point of view of the well known 
parameter/21M2 ~lmf-m~l (that is the experiment is adequate if 
M2 2: 10-12 eV 2 in the solar case and if M 2 > 10-4 eV 2 in the 
case of atmospheric cosmic v IL ) • -

How about accelerator and reactor neutrino experiments? The 
main interest of such experiments is due to the possibility of 
getting information on small amplitude oscillations if the os
cillation length is adequately small. Therefore the present note, 
dealing with oscillation lengths much larger than the distance 
source - neutrino detector in such experiments, is of no rele
vance for them. 

We have been discussing essentially schemes with two Majorana 
massive neutrinos. Let us examine the situation with oscillati
on amplitudes in two concrete examples. 

3. EXAMPLE I, TWO MAJORANA MASS NEUTRINOS, 
PURE l1AJORANA HASS TERM 

Let us ·consider the case of two Majorana mass neutrinos, the 
masses of which are not both identically equal to zero. He shall 
assume a purely Majorana mass term. This implies that the neut
rino field components which are present in the mass term are 
also present in the ordinary weak current. There are no sterile 
neutrinos. The striking two component weak current structure is 
fully preserved and the oscillations which arise are of the 
type, say, v9 -vj101• If we wish to preserve the notion of lep
ton charge (useful even in the case considered, where it is 
violated), we must recognize that there is only one lepton 
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charge*, which has opposite signs for e- and~-; But this is the 
scheme proposed by Zeldovich/16/and by Konopinsky and Mahmou&17/, 
(renewed in connection with lepton charge non conservation), 
according to which e-· andM+ are particles with identical lep-' 
ton charge. Maximum mixing appears to be very natural in this 
scheme. As a matter of fact the charged lepton current is 

ja =2[(it,Ya 6 L)+C'i.iaYavR)] · (I) 

All the four components of the neutrino field (only one!) are 
present in the current on the same footing. 

Within the framework of the scheme considered here, it is 
natural to assume that vL and vaare present symmetrically also 
in the neutrino mass term. Such a term of the Lagrangian has 
the form · 

-£ = (iicv) ( m 

om 

om\ ( vc ) 

m} \ v • 
(2) 

whe1re m and om are real parameters, and v 0= Cv Tis the charge 
conjugate spi~or. After diagonalization we have 

-f = I mi ~i vi 
i=1,2 

v±vc 
Here v1,2= ;.j"'Z. . d - +" an m

1
,
2
-m_um. 

(3) 

The analogy witq the case of 

neutral kaons is evident. As mentioned above, the analogy is 
limited by the possibility that om may be not small in compari
son with m. ·For example, if m2<0 •. the neutrino field of mass -
m2 is v2 =y5 v2 , as it was remarked by V.Gribov/10-(In such 

a c'ase neutrinos of definite masses have equal PC pari ties, 
and not opposite PC parities, as in the case when m1 and m2 are 
positive 1 111, 

The physical reason why the Z-K-M sch~me yields naturally 
a maximum mixing amplitude can'be seen a1so as follows. In 
such a scheme there is one flavour shared by the electron and 
the muon and the oscillations v~vM are, in fact, particle~ 
antiparticle oscillations, similar to neutral kaon oscillations. 
Incidentally, one would expect the oscillatio~s considered here 
to have a quite large oscillatio~ length (small om) .. 

*If 'there were two lepton charges, which are not conserved 
exactly, we would be faced,with eight objects,and not with four, 
as we should. Thus the Zeldovich and Konopinsky~Mahmoud scheme 
is not far fet:ched. It is required by our assumpt:lons. 
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4. ~XAMPLE 2, TWO MAJORANA MASS NEUTRINOS, 
COEXISTENCE OF MAJORANA AND DIRAC MASS TERMS 

This examp~e seems to be at a first glance quite unrealistic, 
but it serves the purpose of illustrating the situation with 
oscillations to and from a sterile particle, which are implied 
by the coexistence of Majorana and Dirac mass terms 1 13/.we may 
think of dealing with only one type of neutrinos, let us say 
v 8 , and putting ourselves the question as to whether oscilla
tions v8 -.:::!-7,"eL(ster) may have a maximum amplitude. The oscilla
tion picture is fully described by 3 parameters having the di
mensions of a niass, mact; act , mater; ster , mact;stero which are 
present in the lepton number violating mass term: 

f -c - -c 
- = veR veL mact; act+ veRveL mster; ster + 

(4) 
+(vRvL+vcvc)m +h.c. e e eR eL act; ster 

If the equality 

m act; ace= m ster; ster (5) 

holds, the Lagrangian (4) has the form (2) (with the obvious 
repJ.acement m-+mact·ster and om-.mact· act ) . The Majorana neut-

' ' c -rino fields with masses m1,2=mact;ster±mact; act are vt,2=(ve±v8 )/y2. 
The oscillation v

8 
t=:!v~L(ster) has maximum amplitude. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Of course the oscillations of the type v 8 -;::::_~eL(ster), vM ~ 
.=->~ML (ster)• which we have just been discussing for the case 
of Majorana mass eigenstates, are not possible in the case of 
Dirac mass eigenstates. 

Oscillations of the type v;::::!. vll, which we have been discussing 
in the case of two Haj'Orana ~ass eigenstates (four neutrino sta
tes), instead, can take place aiso in the case of two Dirac 
mass eigenstates 171 (eight neutrino states). It is instructive 
to compare the conditions for maximum oscillation amplitudes for 
Majorana and,Dirac mass eigenstates. In the Majorana case the 
mass term can be written as/10/ 

-f=vcv mM+v v 0 mM + 
R L ee R L JlM 

(6) 
( - c c - ) M + vR vL + vRvL mJL 8 +h.c. 

and the condition for maximum amplitude is 
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M M 
m ee"' mJLJL (7) 

a symmetry which we have found plausible on physical grounds 
(the renewed ZKM scheme, implied in the case at issue, see §3). 
In the Dirac case the mass term can be written as 

"' ..,... D - D 
-.1... = v eRveL m ee + vJLR v JLL m fl/l + 

(8) 
- D - D h + veR vJLL m e/l + vJLR veL m JLe + .c. 

and the conditions for maximum oscillation amplitude are* 

mD = m D • 
ee JLJL 

mD=mD 
(9) 

eJL JL e 

The parameters m ee and m /l/l physically, are the "bare" mas
ses of the electron and the muon neutrinos and it is hard to 
expect them to be equal. 

Thus the "true neutrality" of Hajorana mass neutrinos (at 
a variance with the case of Dirac mass eigenstates), seems to 
make plausible the full analogy between neutrino osci}lations 
and K0 --."K.O, n ~n oscillations. This analogy in fact ,implies 
maximu~scillation amplitude. ' 

We would like to thank S.Bunyatov, I.Kobzarev, H.Shchepkin and 
S.Petcov for useful discussions. 
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EHneHbKHA C.M., IToKTCKopno E.M. 
Hetl:TpHHO C MBtiOpUIIOUCIU!MH MBCCBMH 
H 6onbWHe BMTinl1TY,D;bl OCJJ.HnnSU.I:Hti? 
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ITpHBO,D;HTCH apryMeHThl D nonbsy Taro, qTo n cnyqae HeATpHHO 
C MaAopaHOBCKHMH MaccaMH nH,D;HPYIOII\He OCI.1,HnnHI.1,HH Meli<,IJ.Y ,D;BYMH 
HeATpHHHbiMH COCTOHHHHMH xapBKTepHSYIOTCH 60nbWOH aMnnHTY,IJ;OH 
H, B03MO~H0,60nbWOH p;nHHOH OCJJ.HnnHU.HH. B CBHSH C 3TOH rHITOTe
SOH rrop;qepKHBaeTCH OCo6aJI pOnb OTibiTOB C COnHeqHbiMH H !(OCMHqe
CKHMH HeATpHHO, 

Pa6oTa Bbmonueua B J1a6opaTOpHH Jip;epHblX npo6neM mum. 

npenpHHT 06beAHHeHHOrO HHCTHTYTa llAeDHbiX HCCJleAOBaHHH. ,lly6Ha 1982 
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Arguments are given in favour of the hypothesis that, 
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two neutrino states could well be characterized by a large 
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